
YEAR 4 Spring 1 Weekly Spelling List 1

W/B: 07.01.19

This Week’s Spelling Rule: ly ending
The ly suffix starts with a consonant letter so it is simply added straight on to most root 
words, like this:

like - likely mad - madly original - originally

When adding ly to words that end with y, we change the y to i before adding ly, like this:

happy  - happily

Expectations: Every child should learn the Chilli Challenge 1 words. If your child needs a harder 
challenge they may learn the Chilli Challenge 2 or 3 words. They may only move on to a harder 
challenge once the other words have been learnt. Your child will be tested on the ‘words they must 
know’ plus any other they have learnt on Monday next week. They will also be tested on a ‘bonus 
word’ that is not on the spelling list below but follows the same spelling pattern / rule. 

Chilli Challenge 1
(Words you must know)

Chilli Challenge 2 Chilli Challenge 3 
(Topic words)

friendly

actually
usually
finally

angrily
merrily

gently
simply

basically
comically

Add ly to each of 
these words:

1. cross
2. violent
3. clever
4. personal
5. merry
6. careful
7. annual
8. pretty
9. original
10. beautiful

accident
accidently
address
answer

This week’s Maths homework is p.
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W/B: 14.01.19

This Week’s Spelling Rule: sure and ture

This week, we explore words with the following spelling patterns: sure, 
and ture. 

Chilli Challenge 1
(Words you must know)

Chilli Challenge 2 Chilli Challenge 3 

(topic words)
pleasure
leisure
exposure
enclosure

nature
future
texture

sculpture
fracture
adventure

Write three sentences 
using at least three of 
the ure words.

address
appear
believe
bicycle

This week’s Maths homework is to practice your times tables. Focus 
especially on the ones you find tricky. 
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W/B: 21.01.19

This Week’s Spelling Rule: ous, ious and eous

Tip: There are some tricky letters in our words. If there is an ‘i’ sound (as in bit) it 
is usually spelt as ‘i’, like this:

serious       furious

Chilli Challenge 1
(Words you must know)

Chilli Challenge 2 Chilli Challenge 3 
(Topic words)

dangerous
enormous
marvellous
jealous

anxious
curious
furious
suspicious
victorious
delicious

hideous
courteous

Add ous or ious to each 
of these words and then 
use each one in a 
sentence that shows its 
meaning.

1. victor
2. labour
3. vigour
4. glamour

breath
breathe
build
business

This week’s Maths homework is p.
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W/B: 28.01.19

This Week’s Spelling Rule: tion and ation

Tip: The ‘shun’ sound at the end of a word is nearly always spelt tion. Never spell is 
with sh exception in fashion and cushion.

Abstract nouns name things we cannot see, touch, hear, taste or smell. They are 
often made by adding tion or sion to a verb. If the verb ends with ate, the 
abstract noun will end with ation.

educate - education

Chilli Challenge 1
(Words you must know)

Chilli Challenge 2 Chilli Challenge 3 
(Topic words)

question

fraction
attraction

election
direction

destruction
instruction

station
relation
education

Can you turn each of the 
words below into an 
abstract noun?
Celebrate = celebration

1. Operate
2. Create
3. Calculate
4. Situate
5. Evaporate
6. Inspire
7. Express
8. Discuss
9. Prepare
10. circulate

calendar
caught
centre
century

This week’s Maths homework is p. 24
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W/B: 04.02.19

This Week’s Spelling Rule: sion, ssion and cian

Tip: Most ‘shun’ endings to words are spelt tion. 

sion is used if the root word ends in d or se:

expand – expansion tense – tension

ssion is used if the root word ends in ss or mit:

express – expression permit – permission

cian is used if the root word ends in c or cs:

politics – politician 

Chilli Challenge 1
(Words you must know)

Chilli Challenge 2 Chilli Challenge 3 
(Topic words)

television
revision
expansion
extension

expression
discussion
confession

musician
electrician
politician

Add the ‘shun’ ending to 
each of these words:

1. comprehend
2. extend
3. admit
4. confess
5. permit
6. electric

certain
circle
complete
consider

This week’s Maths homework is p.25
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W/B: 11.02.19

This Week’s Spelling Rule: a, al, ad and af

Remember a prefix is a group of letters at the beginning of a word. 

When we use all as a prefix, we always drop one l.

all + ways = always

Chilli Challenge 1
(Words you must know)

Chilli Challenge 2 Chilli Challenge 3 
(Topic words)

ablaze
afloat

almost
already
although

adverb
adjust
advance

affection
affluent

Can you identify the 
mean of the following 
prefixes:

al =

ad and af =

a =

history
imagine
increase
important
interest

This week’s Maths homework is p. 26


